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Preface

Today’s software and especially control systems are increasingly connected with one another and also
to the Internet. While the physical and the virtual worlds -the latter also called cyberspace- merge, interaction and collaboration give rise to emergent behaviour that provides services beyond the limits of single
applications.
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) consist of computation, communication and control components tightly
combined with physical processes of different nature, e.g., mechanical, electrical, and chemical. CPS decisively expand the functionality and, as a result, the practical value and competitiveness of, among others,
vehicles, aircraft, medical equipment, production plants and household appliances. Their potential moreover includes solving a number of challenges of modern society as, e.g., care and support of individuals in
an aging population, accident prevention, and intelligent use of limited resources among others by generation of renewable energy.
Typically a CPS is defined and understood (evaluated) in a social and organizational context. It is commonly foreseen that future CPS will be able to interactively adapt to their context, are capable of learning,
dynamically and automatically reconfigure themselves and cooperate with other CPS, possess an adequate
human-machine interface, and fulfil stringent safety, security and private data protection regulations.
CPS thus play a crucial role in stimulating economic growth. They permeate industry and academia
pushing the development of world class products, services and inventions. They are also recognized as
crucial in addressing grand societal challenges, i.e., are the result of a demand pull as well.
The CyPhERS project aims at a strategic research and innovation agenda for CPS, including recommendations for action, that consider the economic, technical, scientific, and societal impact of CPS. The
multifaceted nature of CPS requires a multi- and transdisciplinary approach to their development. Indeed,
ideally the associated issues are addressed in collaboration by experts from manifold domains. In October 2013, CyPhERS organized the first experts’ workshop whose goal was the elicitation of the state of the
art, the aggregation of visions, and the prediction of possible and desirable evolution in the short, medium
and long run.
CPS20 is the second CyPhERS experts’ workshop designed to, on the one hand, validate reached
results and conclusions and, on the other, elicit further and deeper discernments. The most important motivation lies in the holistic interpretation of the challenges posed by CPS and the preparation of orchestrated
stratagems to their mastering. Experts from multiple disciplines and industrial domains, from all corners
of the continent, meet in Berlin and within the CPSweek to discuss vision, opportunities and challenges.
The workshop provides a fruitful venue for networking and exchanging ideas. Participants are moreover
given the opportunity to join the CyPhERS network of experts, that is, to supply feedback on the achieved
insights and actively contribute to the roadmap and recommendations to be produced by the project.
We warmly welcome you to Berlin, a city at the heart of Europe that gathers a variety of cultures and
tendencies, that is fashionable and scholastic, modern and historic, and thus helps setting the CPS20 event
at the right crossroad. We hope you enjoy the workshop and your stay, and will be glad to count with you
in the CyPhERS network of experts.
Marı́a Victoria Cengarle
Martin Törngren
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Challenges and Visions for CPS
Keynote lecture
Karl-Erik Årzén
Lund University

A personal perspective on the challenges and vision of CPS is give. First the presenter’s view on what
constitutes a CPS is given. Then a vision for CPS on a 20 year time scale is given. A number of challenges
and research direction for CPS are give. These include model-based design of CPS, system engineering of
CPS, verification of CPS, handling of uncertainty, the need for distributed solutions and the need for new
tools. Finally the education question is discussed. Are we really able to produce the “super-engineers”
need for CPS. If not, what is the alternative?
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Games in transportation networks: leveraging the power of smartphones for traffic monitoring and management
Keynote lecture
Alexandre Bayen
University of California at Berkeley

The first part of this talk investigates the problem of real-time estimation and control of distributed parameters systems in the context of monitoring traffic with smartphones. The recent explosion of smartphones
with internet connectivity, GPS and accelerometers is rapidly increasing sensing capabilities for numerous
infrastructure systems. The talk will present theoretical results, algorithms and implementations designed
to integrate mobile measurements obtained from smartphones into distributed parameter models of traffic. The models considered include Hamilton-Jacobi equations, first order conservation laws and systems
of conservation laws. Other techniques developed will be briefly presented as well, relying on ensemble
Kalman filtering.
In the second part of the talk, a game theoretic framework is developed to study Stackelberg routing
games on parallel networks with horizontal queues, applicable to transportation networks. First, a new
class of latency functions to model congestion with horizontal queues is introduced. Then, for this class of
latency, the Stackelberg routing game is studied: assuming that a central authority can incentivize the routes
of a subset of the players on a network, and that the remaining players choose their routes selfishly, can one
compute an optimal route assignment (optimal Stackelberg strategy) that minimizes the total cost? A simple
strategy is proposed, the Non-Compliant First (NCF) strategy, that can be computed in polynomial time.
The strategy is showed to be optimal. It is also showed to be robust, in the sense that some perturbations
of the NCF strategy are still optimal strategies.
The results will be illustrated using a traffic monitoring system launched jointly by UC Berkeley and
Nokia, called Mobile Millennium, which is operational in Northern California and streams more than 60
million data points a day into traffic models. The talk will also present a new program recently launched
in California, called the Connected Corridor program, which will prototype and pilot Californias next
generation traffic management infrastructure.
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Towards Intelligent Management and Operations of Cyber-Physical
Systems
Keynote lecture
Elena Fersman
Head of Software Research
Ericsson Research

The Networked Society can be considered a ubiquitous system of systems, a meta-system that will connect
humans and machines in infinite ways. Ubiquitous connectivity opens up opportunities for value creation
across the whole of society and enterprises in particular stand to benefit greatly from this transformative
change. Industries such as automotive, health, utilities, transportation, home entertainment and agriculture
are becoming increasingly connected, providing new cross-domainbusiness opportunities. As examples of
such opportunities, connected containers may allow real-time tracking of their location and the status of
the transported goods. Vehicles interacting with each other and with the streetinfrastructure may provide
improved traffic flow, safety and useful information to involved stakeholders. Sensors and actuators monitoring farms could be coupled with management systems, enabling real-time adaptive and highly efficient
farming. The examples given merely scratch the surface of the applications made possible by ICT transformation and ubiquitous communications and the list continues to grow. However, the networked society
also poses new challenges, as vast amounts of data, information and knowledge from a large number of heterogeneous devices will need to be analyzed, combined and actioned in a safe way, creating a complexity
that goes far beyond the capabilities of human management.
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SPECifIC — A New Design Flow for
Cyber-Physical Systems
Christoph Lüth, Serge Autexier, Dieter Hutter, Mathias Soeken, Robert Wille, Rolf Drechsler
DFKI Bremen
Cyber-Physical Systems Research Group
Bremen, Germany
solvers, test pattern generation, or their combinations [3], [4], which are targeted at the lower and more
concrete levels of the development process, or tools for
model-checking SystemC specifications [5].

Abstract—In this position paper, we propose a new design flow
for cyber-physical systems which builds on our previous experiences in both the hardware and software domain. Its defining
features are the integration of natural language processing, the
formal specification level which allows an abstract description of
the system’s behaviour, and a comprehensive functional change
management throughout. We introduce the design flow and its
three levels of abstraction by example, and argue why it is
particularly suited for the development of cyber-physical systems.

I.

•

during their operational time, the working environment
of CPS changes, often in an unforeseen fashion;

•

because of this, the (formal) specification of the CPS
remains unclear initially;

•

and hence, our development process needs to be able
to handle frequent changes gracefully;

•

CPS often operate in close collaboration with humans,
leading to obvious legal issues with regards to health
and safety concerns;

Work on software verification, in particular in the
robotics domain [9], [10], used the interactive theorem
prover Isabelle as well as automatic tools, focusing on
the C programming language [11] and also integrating
change management into the verification process [12].
The robotics domain is a particularly good representative for cyber-physical systems as it combines a rich
physical environment requiring expressive modelling
with sophisticated control algorithms, unlike traditional embedded systems.
A DDRESSING THE C HALLENGES

We aim to address the challenges laid out in Sect. I
by the following three measures: the integration of natural
language specifications; the introduction of a new abstract
system description level called the formal specification level
(FSL); and functional change management throughout, which
allows us both to react to changes in specifications as well as
to reuse existing developments.

In this position paper, we aim to address these issues and
sketch how the Cyber-Physical Systems research group at
DFKI Bremen aims to tackle them in the nearer future. To this
end, we propose a new, comprehensive design flow informed
by our previous experiences.

A. Natural Language Specifications
We explicitly consider natural language specifications,
from which we synthesise formal specifications (early work
included e.g. extracting SysML requirement diagrams with
formal OCL specifications from English specifications). One
advantage of natural language is that it is more inclusive than
any formal specification language, and subsequently can be
understood by far more stakeholders of the development process. Moreover, this approach bridges the notoriously difficult
first step from informal to formal (safety) requirements; if
we can extract the latter automatically from the former, the
gap narrows and we can concentrate attention, in particular
in the reviewing process, on the more easily understood
informal specification. This addresses the issues of unclear

O UR BACKGROUND

The background of our group includes formal development
and modelling in both the hardware and software domain, combined with a long-standing experience in change management.
•

•

III.

besides distinguishing which parts of a CPS are realised in software and hardware.

II.

The concept of a development graph [6], pioneered
by our group in the 90s, is a key concept for change
management. The generic DocTIP system [7] and its
more specific instantiation SmartTies [8] supported
the semantic analysis of structured documents by
the declarative specification of the semantic structure
(document models), and rules describing the impact
of changes in the structure.

I NTRODUCTION

Due to their very characteristics, the development of correct
cyber-physical systems is a greater challenge than those of
traditional embedded or software systems. The reasons for this
complexity include:

•

•

Hardware verification has been a focus of the work
in the computer architecture group at the University
of Bremen for a number of years. In a large number
of projects, often joint with industrial partners such
as NXP, Infineon, or Intel Mobile Solutions, formal
tools have been developed for the design flow. These
include approaches based on BDDs [1], [2], SAT
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safety requirement changes, the functions which implement it
and the referenced proofs need be checked as well.
This approach is flexible, and has been adapted to a variety
of settings, including software verification [12] or development
of safety-critical systems [8]. To cover the development of
cyber-physical systems, we must adapt it further to cover
FSL specifications, and to cover the artefacts occuring in the
electronic system level or the register transfer level (see below).
Functional change management addresses the issues of
frequent changes. It makes the development process more
agile, because it allows rapid feedback loops. It also addresses
the issue of reuse, which is particularly relevant in system
development (according to a recent study [14], in 2010 76%
of all designs included at least one embedded processor, and
the external IP adoption increased by 69% from 2007 to 2010).

Fig. 1. Functional change management: from the documents (lower row), we
abstract a semantics (symbolised by the cloud), which allows us to propagate
the impact of changes and project them back to the documents, by keeping
track of their origin.

The full integration of these three features into the design
flow will change it beyond what is known and is in use today,
and will result in a new design flow targeted specifically at the
needs of cyber-physical systems.

specifications above, but also — by making specifications more
readily understood and easy to review — legal issues.

IV.
B. The Formal Specification Level

A N EW D ESIGN F LOW FOR C YBER -P HYSICAL
S YSTEMS

We illustrate the proposed design flow with a scenario
illustrating the design of a (simplified) traffic light system.

The formal specification level models the functional aspects
of the system on an abstract level. It is based on modelling
approaches such as UML or SysML, and allows a description
of the hardware of the system under development on an
abstract level, close to what is custom in software development.
Thus, development of hardware and software can proceed in
a uniform and comprehensive environment; in fact, in the
early stages of the development, the engineer does not need to
distinguish between the two. On the formal specification level,
properties such as deadlocks, inconsistencies and dynamic
properties expressed in OCL can be verified [13], and flaws
detected very early in the design flow, reducing costs and
effort. This addresses the hardware/software divide, but also
problems arising from changing environments.

A. Exploring the New Design Flow
The starting point is the description of the system in natural
language. It comprises definitions such as the following
A traffic light consists of a light for cars, a light for
pedestrians, and a request button for pedestrians.
Lights are either green or red. The button counts
the number of actuations. The lights for cars and
pedestrians are never green at the same time.
and various use cases such as
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

A pedestrian pushes the button.
The light for cars gets red.
The light for pedestrians gets green.
The light for pedestrians stays green for some
period of time.
(5) The light for pedestrians gets red.
(6) The light for cars gets green.

C. Functional Change Management
Our approach to functional change management [7] is illustrated in Fig. 1. Technically, we consider all artefacts occuring
in the development process and their semantics uniformly
as graphs. For documents in XML or similar representation,
this is the obvious document tree with links as additional
edges; for the semantics, this is the called development graph,
where nodes are the entities of the development such as
specifications, modules, safety requirements, single functions,
or proofs, and where edges include relations such as “satisfies”, “implements”, or “depends-on”, e.g. connecting a safety
requirement with a function which implements the required
safety functionality, and a proof verifying that.

This informal description is translated to a formal requirement
specification of the intended system on the FSL. Analysing
the phrase structure of the sentences (e.g. using the Stanford
Parser [15]) and grouping nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs
into sets of cognitive synonyms (e.g. using WordNet [16]), we
can conclude that light and button represent components of the
considered system (to be represented by classes or attributes)
and verbs like push correlate to operations.

The uniform representation with graphs allows us to formalise the semantics abstraction and change impact propagation as graph rewriting rules, and to use a graph rewriting
engine (GrGen) as a common implementation basis. These
rules can specify either automatic changes, or can trigger
further user interaction; e.g. they could specify that when a

Fig. 2 illustrates a possible result of this computer-aided
transformation process. Manual interaction by the designer is
necessary to define the pre- and postconditions of operations
(e.g. switchCarLight or switchPedLight) and class invariants
(e.g. class TrafficLight).

5
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Button
counter: Integer
requesting()
2
1

Fig. 2.

NLP

Formal Spec (UML)

context TrafficLight::switchCarLight()
post: carLight != carLight@pre

A

Verification

switchPedLight()
switchCarLight()

context TrafficLight::switchPedLight()
pre: request = true
post: pedLight != pedLight@pre
post: request = false

context TrafficLight
inv: not(pedLight = true and
carLight = true)

B

C

UML class diagram for traffic light scenario
Code
Gen.

Implementation
(e.g. SystemC)
solely
solely
solely

class A { . . . }
class B { . . . }
class C { . . . }

Change
Management

Verification

Based on this formal specification, the overall behaviour
of the system is checked for various correctness properties
(e.g. liveness and safety properties). Further, test cases can be
derived from the informally specified use cases. In applying
them, the tool detects a potential deadlock that is evident in our
example. In order to reach a system state where pedestrians
get a ‘green’ light, first requesting has to be invoked (assigning
request to True). Due to the invariant, switchCarLight has to
be executed next in order to set carLight to False. Finally,
the call of switchPedLight leads to the desired system state.
However, no further operations are applicable in this state since
(1) the pre-conditions of requesting and switchPedLight fail
and (2) the call of switchCarLight would lead to a system
state which contradicts the invariant. Therefore, the operations
of traffic light have to be adapted accordingly and the changes
propagated to the other abstraction levels.

Synth.
Bottom Up

A
B
C

If the system is specified as intended and exhibits the
required properties, the respective components are translated
to the next level of the design flow, the electronic system level
(ESL), where we model the system on a concrete, executable
level. A typical ESL language is SystemC, a C++ class library
providing hardware constructs and data types, which allows the
system behaviour to be simulated at an early stage of the design
flow. For the translation into the ESL, code generation methods
are applied to derive appropriate SystemC specifications. As
the correctness of the overall behaviour of the design has been
checked at the FSL, only the ESL implementations of the
individual components are left to be verified.

Fig. 3.

IP

Formal Specification Level(FSL) Electronic System Level(ESL)Register Transfer Level(RTL)

TrafficLight
pedLight: Boolean
carLight: Boolean
request: Boolean

(natural language)
Top Down

button
light

Specification

context Button::requesting()
pre: light.pedLight = false
post: light.request = true
post: counter = counter@pre + 1

Proposed design flow

abstraction level, the changes which have their origin in a
lower abstraction level might invalidate the verification results
at a higher level. To avoid a time-intensive complete new
verification run, it would be helpful to know which proof
obligations are still valid in spite of the change and which
proof obligations have to be checked again. This kind of
change impact analysis is handled by the functional change
management.

Finally, the ESL specification is translated to the lowest
level of our design process, called register transfer level (RTL),
based on which the individual hardware components are designed. On the RTL, the system is described in a hardware
description language such as Verilog or VHDL.

B. The Stages of the New Design Flow
The proposed new design flow is sketched in Fig. 3. The
design flow originates with specifications formulated in natural
language. These are translated semi-automatically into formal
specifications, using techniques as sketched above. In case of
ambiguities or unresolvable specifications, the system will ask
the user to provide a clarification. Verification at the FSL will
allow to detect flaws early in the development process, saving
time and development costs.

Translating the specification of button of the traffic light
to RTL we may realise that we have already designed a
button in a previous project and we now like to reuse this IP
(intellectual property, i.e. previous or acquired development).
However, as it turns out, the behaviour of the existing button
is slightly different as its internal counter is incremented by an
arbitrary value provided through an additional input (instead
of a fixed value 1). Hence, reusing this design of a button
we have to adapt the usage of the counter in the traffic light
system accordingly and propagate these changes back across
the design flow to the higher levels, ensuring the continued
correctness of the overall development. Assuming that the
behaviour of the original system was verified at a higher

FSL specifications will be translated automatically into
the ESL. The challenge is to translate annotations such as
pre- and postconditions from the FSL into a more concrete
representation at this level, and to identify at which level
(FSL, ESL or even RTL) which property can be verified.
The translation from ESL to RTL, finally, is routine. Further,
all these transformations must maintain traceability, as we
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amount of time without the possibility to update or
amend them. This requires self-modification or even
self-healing capabilities, which it is unclear how to
describe formally.

want to be able to trace defects found in lower levels of the
development — e.g. a timing flaw found at the RTL — back
to the higher levels.
The comprehensive functional change management covers
all levels of the design flow. It keeps track of proof obligations,
and reports which verification tasks have to be repeated after
a functional change and which properties are not affected and
are still valid. This will reduce verification loops, and makes
the development more agile.
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Of the applicability of model based software development
to cyber physical production systems
Oliver Niggemann and Björn Kroll
Fraunhofer IOSB-INA, Application Center for Industrial Automation
Langenbruch 6, 32657 Lemgo, Germany

{oliver.niggemann,bjoern.kroll}@iosb-ina.fraunhofer.de
ABSTRACT

every case is to reduce the level of complexity perceived by
people while maintaining the complexity of production and
automation technology. In this sense, the focus is on the human factor in this work, and this is a further central feature
of CPPS.
The classic response of computer science to these questions (and with regard to automation) is based on frontloading and, especially, in model-based software development [11][7][9][8][12][15]. In the context of these approaches,
modeling tools enable the expert to formalize (i.e. model)
his know-how with regard to the software being developed at
an abstraction level which he finds comfortable. A comfortable working point is achieved when the modeling level and
the level of the mental model created by the person (i.e. his
mental image of the software) closely converge. The term
”frontloading” describes the trade-off hoped for: Modeling
initially involves a greater investment of time and effort,
but problems are later reduced through improved specification and exploitation of options for early virtual system
verification (e.g. through simulation) and code generation.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical model-based software development approach, with the expert specifying the software in
a preferably abstract form with which he is most comfortable. Automation software and the appropriate configuration of automation are generated on the basis of these models. However, in contrast to model development in general,
model-based software development always aims to describe
the software. This also applies where software models are
enhanced through supplementing with process components,
hardware topology and basic software to form system models.

The efficient handling of complex production systems and
the implementation of more flexible and adaptable production lies at the heart of cyber-physical production systems
and its german equivalent Industry 4.0. Such scenarios currently face one main difficulty: the creation, configuration
and maintenance of the corresponding automation software
is time-consuming and error-prone. Two main solutions
exist for this problem: (i) model-based software development and (ii) intelligent automation, i.e. the usage of new
knowledge-based solution approaches. This article compares
these different solutions by applying them to three phases of
the life-cycle: the planning phase, the operation phase and
the plant modification phase.

1.

MODEL-BASED DEVELOPMENT AND
INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS

An initial glance would suggest that most experts do not
agree on the contents of cyber-physical production (CPPS)
and Industry 4.0. The focus in some cases is on information
(Internet of Things), with the emphasis in other situations
being placed on methods (self-diagnosis, self-configuration,
etc.) or system capabilities (Intelligent Technical Systems),
depending on the personal history of the experts involved.
Moving away from the technical level, however, and return
to the original question, and the picture becomes more homogeneous. The central concept is complexity reduction
[13]. An increasing number of people evidently regard dealing with today’s production and automation technology to
be excessively complex, far too prone to failure and overly
inflexible. Examples include the automation specialist who
is incapable of reconciling requirements relating to commissioning durations, energy savings and reliability within an
appropriate period of time, the plant manager who no longer
meets demands with regard to higher variability relative to
low quantities (keyword: batch size 1) or the maintenance
engineer who no longer repairs complex faults at a system
level within a reasonable period of time. The objective in

Figure 1: A typical model-based software development
procedure.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.

However, the more frequently systems and, consequently,
automation are modified, the more often this engineering cycle needs to be realized. Moreover, the complete spectrum
of knowledge relating to correct automation, such as system
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and control technology know-how, remains totally with the
expert. This means that an increase in system complexity is reflected in an increase in modeling complexity. New
model-based approaches can diminish this increase, but not
completely prevent it.
Intelligent automation represents an alternative to modelbased software development. In this approach, the expert no
longer describes the automation procedure, but solely the
automation goal, with the result that the engineering goal
is no longer the definition of ”how”, but of ”what”. Classic
production goals are product features, throughput or the
maximum energy consumption. This procedure represents
the transition from classic procedural automation to future
descriptive automation.
As, in contrast to the automation procedure, the automation goal also usually remains unchanged in the case of system conversions (e.g. replacement of a system module), the
expert is no longer continually involved in this approach.
Moreover, it is easier to define the automation goal (e.g. in
the form of a description of the final product) than the complete automation procedure (i.e. the software). This results
in a reduction of the complexity as perceived by the expert.
Figure 2 illustrates the difference between these two approaches in the case of a system conversion (i.e. with regard
to requirements such as adaptivity and flexibility). Whereas
the human factor is involved in every change in the case of
model-based software development, descriptive automation
reacts automatically in most cases to changes without the
involvement of the expert.

software development methods and simulation. The German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) EfA
project (design methods for automation systems with model
integration and automatic variation validation) adopts another method, with the user only modeling the requirements
to be met by the automation solution in this approach, while
the solution itself is generated automatically.
The inITial project developed a typical model-based approach to the planning of automated systems. This includes
a structural model, involving a model of the structure of the
production system (e.g. modules and their interconnection)
and automation technology (e.g. controls, including software, sensors, actuators, networks). The structural model
can be imported and stored as an AutomationML file. In addition, behavior models are stored for parts of the structural
model. This is realized in the Modelica modeling language
for system modules, while real IEC 61131 code is used for
the control components.
These models are used for different tasks in the inITial
project. On the one hand, they serve as methods to facilitate consultation and communication between the parties
involved while, on the other, the models can be simulated
on a PC to enable the early detection of automation errors.
Ultimately, it is also possible to connect a real control to
a simulated system in a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation, thus enabling examination of the real control prior to
commissioning. Further details on the inITial project can
be found in [3][4].
The EfA project takes a completely different approach.
The expert defines the process to be automated at the requirement level. The system automatically generates the automation solution from this, including the hardware topology and software function-blocks. From a theoretic viewpoint this approach tackles the challenge of supporting the
formalization of expert knowledge in software implementations. Second, the precise formalisms allow new insights
concerning handling the complexity of real world problems.
Both approaches are compared using the same plans, e.g.
the Lemgo Smart Factory: The effort required for the descriptive approach is considerably less, as only the goal and
not the solution needs to be described. A further consequence of this is that the automation expert can concentrate
on process know-how in the descriptive approach, whereas
the model-based approach demands that he also possess extensive knowledge of IT, the software and automation engineering.
Considerable differences exists for the verification of the
automation software: In the case of the model-based approach, the whole approach aims at a virtual commissioning,
with the controller (whether real or as a software-controller)
being tested in a simulation of the system. However, this
only functions if it is assumed that a good system model
which has been aligned with reality exists. But it is precisely here that the problem arises. Generally speaking, neither the system integrator nor the system operator has the
resources to develop models of this kind. An alternative
is that machine and plant manufacturers also supply models of their systems and integrate these later through exchange formats such as AutomationML [2] to form an overall model. However, a variety of problems arise here: (i)
Differing models are needed for different purposes, such as
PLC programming or the creation of control systems (i.e.
not only one, but several diverse models are required). (ii)

Figure 2: Comparison of model-based (left) and descriptive automation (right).

These two approaches are compared below on the bases
of three application cases. Section 2 compares model-based
and descriptive approaches during planning of automation
systems. Both approaches are compared for anomaly detection and diagnosis in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the
case of a system modification, while conclusions are drawn
in Section 5.

2.

PLANNING
PHASE

AND

COMMISSIONING

The contrasting approaches described in Chapter1 are
compared on the basis of several research projects for an application case involving planning and commissioning. The
EFRE inITial project (higher productivity through modelbased design and operation of complex automation systems)
attempted to shorten commissioning through model-based
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Model parameterizing is only possible where knowledge of
the overall system is available. However, a prerequisite for
this is that the system integrator or system operator have
the necessary knowledge and can also measure system behavior for the purpose of achieving an alignment between
the model and reality. (iii) The business case for machine
and plant manufacturers is currently ambiguous.
In the case of descriptive automation, no system models suitable for simulation exist (i.e. no model creation and
parameterizing problems exist in this form). Instead, the
know-how relating to the automatic generation of control
software has to be modeled once from the description of
the automation goal. This synthesis has to date not been
researched in full and represents the greatest challenge during implementation of the descriptive approach. The EfA
project, for example, compiles the control software from
completed modules (i.e. software components in the form of
IEC 61131 function blocks), with constraint-solving methods
being employed for this purpose to assure the consistency of
requirements and control systems.
However, in the event of this software synthesis being resolved, the need for tests conducted through simulation is
dispensed with, because instead of the software, the software generation itself can be secured. This is analogous to
compiler construction in which, similarly, the compiler and
not the compilation is tested.

3.

OPERATION PHASE

Questions arise during the operation phase relating to the
detection of anomalies, suboptimal energy consumptions or
wear [1][5][10][14]. The expert currently solves these questions in most cases through manual coding of fixed rules in
automation code (see left-hand side of figure 2), and these
rules draw on symptoms to detect anomalies or optimization
needs [6]. However, all anomalies have to be thought out in
advance for this purpose. In the context of CPPS, and with
the requirement for support for frequent system conversions,
this also means that these rules frequently require manual
editing
Another disadvantage of manual diagnostic rules arises
from the complexity at the system level. While it is still
possible to set up symptom → anomaly rules manually for
individual units, the combinatorics for systems with numerous dependencies make this no longer feasible. An example
can clarify this: A system with causal dependencies in the
anomalies → symptoms form with m anomalies and n symptoms already requires a maximum of 2n rules to differentiate
between the symptoms.
Model-based approaches (see left-hand side of figure 2)
therefore address this task in a different manner [5][10][1].
They compare the prognoses of a behavior model with observations of the system and inform the user in the event
of discrepancies being detected (e.g. poor energy consumption). For example, only n · m rules are required for the
behavior model in the above example for this purpose.
However, an immediate question arises concerning the origin of the behavior model. Manual modeling leads to all
the disadvantages discussed in Section 2. For this reason,
the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research
(BMBF) AVA project (abstraction of behavior models for
distributed automation plants using observations) and the
Anubis project (Analysis and monitoring of energy consumption in process and manufacturing engineering) funded
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by the ZVEI (Zentralverband Elektrotechnik- und Elektronikindustrie e.V) takes a different approach. The models are
learned automatically on the basis of system monitoring in
the form of hybrid timed systems.
Figure 3 illustrates an example of a behavior model for a
module of the Lemgo Model Factory (see photo in figure 3)
which was learnt automatically on the basis of system monitoring. The user only provides a descriptive specification of
the type of anomaly (e.g. time, energy or sensor anomaly)
in which he is interested and the sensitivity with which the
system should react.

Figure 3: A learned system with an unexpected event
(e.g. caused by a software error).

The anomaly detection system now compares the learned
model and system behavior. The behavior of the model and
system is identical during states 0 to 4 in figure 3, but an
unknown signal occurs during state 4. This is indicated to
the user as an anomaly, with a programming error being the
cause in this example.

4.

MODIFICATION PHASE

The modification phase was already briefly addressed in
section 1. A plant modification using the model-based software development approach (see left-hand side of figure 1)
has up until now mainly been realized as follows: Following
completion of the mechanical system modification, new devices such as sensors, actuators and controls are connected
in the network, a task which in most cases involves a reconfiguration of the network itself. It is also necessary to
modify all connected controllers at this stage to take the
new network configuration into consideration and establish
new communication relationships (e.g. to new system modules). Control algorithms are also frequently adapted and
parameters such as task cycle times altered in the controls.
In addition, adaptations are realized at higher levels, involving elements such as OPC servers, visualization software and
MES systems. All these steps involve an extensive development and testing effort. Even where superior-quality models are used [8][15] from which many of these settings can
be generated, a manual engineering effort remains in each
modification cycle.
Descriptive automation (see right-hand side in figure 1)
adopts a different approach here, describing only the desired
final product. This goal remains consistent (i.e. manual
modification of automation is not necessary) during many
plant modifications (e.g. replacement of a production module). In other cases, such as variation of the product, only
the product description needs to be adapted. The effort
involved is reduced enormously in each case.
Approaches of this nature are currently being researched
in the it’s OWL IV leading-edge cluster project (intelligent
networking cluster project) promoted by the BMBF. Fig.
4 illustrates the procedure in this project. The expert no
longer models the automation software, modeling instead
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the final product and the process. The process in this context consists of standardized process steps, with each process step featuring intermediate products and resources as
inputs and outputs. Automation software is generated automatically from this description (e.g. in the form of an
interconnection and parameterizing of pre-defined software
components).

of unanswered research questions if descriptive automation
is to be implemented: (i) Formalisms for products, processes
and optimizing goals are still subjects of research and have
not yet been standardized. (ii) Methods for automatic model
learning do not exist. (iii) Automation software should be
automatically generated on the basis of the descriptive description. Secured methods for software generation are missing here. (iv) The manner in which a migration from a classic engineering chain to a descriptive automation tool chain
can succeed is unclear.

6.

Figure 4: Generation of automation software based on
a product and process description.

The descriptive approach has clear advantages for this scenario: Instead of incorporating the software modifications in
all models as in, for example, IEC 61131, the expert only formalizes the product and, as in the case of the it’s OWL IV
project, also the process in the case of the descriptive approach. No effort for testing is needed when this solution
approach is implemented. However, the advantages of the
descriptive approach emanate from the secured and tested
generation of software on the basis of product and process
models. It is precisely here that questions currently arise
during research, and planning algorithms and case-based approaches are presently being examined in this respect in the
project “it’s OWL IV”.

5.

CONCLUSION

Model-based software development and descriptive automation represent two fundamentally different approaches
to the implementation of cyber-physical production systems
and Industry 4.0. While the first approach develops methods
to enable an expert to model the software in as comfortable
and reliable a manner as possible, the descriptive approach
is based on a description of the product goal, with the software being generated instead of modeled.
Models also play a central role in the descriptive approach,
but here they describe the product and, to a degree, the
process and specify optimization goals such as throughput
and energy consumption. However, as they do not model the
software in a static manner, the degrees of freedom gained as
a result can be exploited to implement adaptivity (sections
2 and 3), quality improvement (section 3) and optimization
(sections 2 and 4). It is precisely in this latitude between
the descriptively defined production goal (”what”) and fixed
process control in the automation (”how”) that knowledgebased methods such as self-configuration, self-diagnosis and
self-optimizing work.
However, the examples illustrated also clearly demonstrate that model-based software development has matured
and advanced further. Research needs to address a variety
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Are we Losing Focus on the Cyber-Physical
Aspects in the CPS Research Agenda?
Marco Di Natale1

Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli2

Abstract—Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) have attracted the attention of the academic and funding
communities for the past ten years. The term now
covers a large set of systems with an emphasis on
large-scale, wide distribution and orchestration. The
German CPS agenda includes human factors, adaptivity, reliability, security. CPS is becoming rapidly
a catch-all term so much so that the original view
of tight interaction between physical and computational components is almost lost. We believe that it
is important to refocus part of the agenda to take
care of this interaction if we do not want to leave
behind fundamental issues that NEED to be resolved
before embarking in very ambitious agenda. In this
paper, we use fuel injection systems as interesting
case studies for CPS that highlights several issues
in the development of the CPS research agenda
and can stimulate a discussion on future needs, and
objectives for CPS.

system (definitely in the cyber part), the three levels of
functional, physical, and platform design are obtained.
Providing a sound theory to understand, control and
synthesize the interplay among these three levels should
be squarely in the CPS research agenda.
If the focus of the CPS agenda and the objective
of the very next calls for proposals is on very large
scale distributed systems (see the inevitable references
to the Cloud, Big data, and Many cores in the Horizon
2020 program), then the consensus is, at least in some
influential circle, that small scale problems are solved
or not challenging enough for the CPS research agenda.
Is this really the case? In this paper we strive to
demonstrate, with the help of an industrially relevant
CPS, a fuel injection subsystem for vehicles, that small
scale problems do expose important issues that need to
be resolved in any CPS agenda that is true to its name.

I. Introduction
II. A fuel injection system
Even though the term was created almost ten years
The general task of a fuel injection system is to
ago, there seems to be no general consensus on the
determine
the point(s) in time and the quantity of fuel
definition of a Cyber Physical System (CPS for short).
to
be
injected
in the cylinders of an engine, relative to
Definitions that apply quite often (possibly to highlight
the
position
of
each piston, which is in turn a function
the distinction from "traditional" embedded systems)
of
the
rotation
position of the crankshaft. This CPS is
emphasize the size and the dynamic nature of modern
challenging
because:
systems, citing CPS as "large scale, dynamic and networked". The essence of CPS should be to bring into
• the control activities are adaptive (although not of
focus the interaction between the cyber (software and
the type of adaptivity that would be required by
electronics) part and the physical side (which requires
large swarms of cooperating entities), and executed
multi-physics modeling and analysis). The physical
at a variables rate (relative to the rotation speed
side of the problem, meaning the representation of the
of the engine),
physical objects that are controlled, or observed, or in a
• it is characterized by real-time constraints and
relation with the computer system is undoubtedly often
implemented with possible CPU overloads,
neglected by researchers and developers in computer
• the functionality of the controls needs to be tailored
science (or Electrical Engineering) departments and
to the physics of the engine combustion, and
software engineering units, often exclusively concerned
• it requires the solution of a multi-criterion optiabout the software and hardware implementation of
mization problem (which includes fuel economy,
controls (or other functionality). Another dimension of
emissions, engine performance and the cost of the
the problem, which is indeed quite physical, but of course
system itself).
also cyber, relates to the availability of computation This system exposes a number of fundamental issues to
and communication resources (CPU time, network solve that are squarely in the domain of CPS research1 .
bandwidth and energy) of the computing platform.
In a reciprocating engine, the dead centre is the
After considering the functional or behavioral side position of a piston in which it is farthest from, or nearest
of the system, that is, the control logic or the set to, the crankshaft. The former is known as top dead
of equations of algorithms executed by the computer
1 TECIP
2

Institute, Scuola Superiore S. Anna, Pisa, Italy
Department of EECS, University of California, Berkeley

1 Indeed, the first paper tackling the real-time analysis of the
typical set of computations required by a fuel injection system
won the best paper award at the 2012 ICCPS conference [1].
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centre (TDC). while the latter is known as bottom dead
centre (BDC, as in Figure 1). In a four-cylinder engine,
the pistons are paired in phase opposition, so that, when
two of them are in a TDC, the others are in a BDC.
The TDC is the typical reference point, in the controller
activities, for the functions and actions that need to take
place within the rotation. These action include (among
others) computing the phase (time relative to the TDC)
of the injection and the quantity of fuel to be injected,
but also checking whether the combustion occurred
properly. Depending on the structure of the engine
control application, these functions are implemented
in tasks that are activated at each TDC, that is twice
every crankshaft rotation (pseudo-cycle) or even more
frequently (half-TDC).

φ =180

φ =0

TDC
fuel
injection

BDC

maps to 100 to 10ms for a complete revolution). A
simplified representation of this adaptive behavior is
shown in Figure 2. Overall, a subset of the system
tasks can be characterized as Adaptive Variable Rate,
typically executing together with periodic tasks under
the control of a fixed-priority scheduler, as in the
automotive AUTOSAR standard.
#define
#define
#define
#define

omega1
omega2
omega3
omega4

2000
4000
6000
8000

task sample_task {
omega = read_rotation_speed();
if (omega <= omega4) f1();
if (omega <= omega3) f2();
if (omega <= omega2) f3();
if (omega <= omega1) f4();
}
Figure 2: Typical implementation of a task with a
functionality variable with the rotation speed of the
crankshaft.

TDC

BDC

Figure 1: Relationship among engine phases and reference points in the crankshaft rotation period. In a
4-cylinder engine, cylinder pairs are in phase opposition.
The problem with this task model is that the time
between two activations (at the TDC) is not constant,
but depends on the (variable) rotation speed of the
engine. In addition, the acceleration rate is variable and
bounded, defining a space of possible activation times
which is not easy to capture and analyze without incurring in excessive pessimism (as it would, for example, if
using the sporadic model). This model has been referred
as Variable Rate.
To further complicate the treatment, the (worst-case)
execution time of the functions executed by the variable
rate tasks is typically not constant. At low revolution
rates, the time interval between two reference points
(the TDC for a set of cylinders) is large and allows
the execution of sophisticated controls (and possibly
multiple fuel injections). The same algorithm cannot be
executed at higher revolution rates, because it would
lead to overutilization and multiple deadline misses.
Therefore, at selected engine speeds, the implementation
is adapted, using a simplified algorithm which reduces
the WCET, and this may happen multiple times in
the range of revolution speeds (for most cars typically
within 600 to 6000 revolutions per minute or rpm, which

The model used in recent research papers [1]–[3]
assumes there is one or more task activated at each TDC
(therefore at a rate that depends on the rotation speed of
the engine) and with an execution time that depends on
the rotation speed itself (hence the adaptive behavior).
Indeed, all papers so far published on the topic abstract
away the physical part of the problem. All activities are
hard real-time (while in reality some tasks may miss
deadlines with a slight decrease in performance), the
only part of the physics engine that matters is the finite
bound on the engine accelerations and the velocities
are derived by a pure integration of simple estimators
(and even the engine speed estimators that are assumed
are quite simplistic). The Physical part of the CPS is
simply missing. For a long time, the real-time research
community (which includes many of the founders of the
CPS definition and its NSF initiative) has insisted in
the concept of hard deadlines, while most controls are
indeed robust with respect to late computations and
missed deadlines.
A more realistic model of the typical structure of
such systems is in figure 3. There are several functions
implemented in the software tasks executing at variable
rate. However, for the sake of simplicity, we focus on
three. One control function (of variable computation
speed, as in Figure 2) computes the injection time(s)
and the fuel quantity. The result of the computation can
be imagined as stored in variables in memory, where it
is picked up by another function that programs timers
for activating the injection actuators at the right time
and with the right quantity. A third activity needs to
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be executed after the expected combustion time (which
may depend on the injection time) and checks whether
the combustion occurred. The second and third activity
can be imagined as being hard real-time, while the first
usually is not. If the results of the computations of the
injection time and quantity are not delivered in time,
then the actuation of the injectors will be performed
using the results computed in the previous cycle. The
impact of this delay depends on the physics of the
combustion (not simply on accelerations and speeds)
and determines how much delay can be tolerated (or
how many deadline misses can be afforded).
The correct analysis of the problem includes not only
a more complex task model (activated with offset, in
a mutual dependency relation and of mixed criticality
type), but importantly also a model in which the delays
and deadline misses that can be tolerated are a function
of state of the engine and the combustion process.

IV. The future: the CPS way
Ideally, in the true CPS spirit, the system should be
analyzed with a deeper understanding of how the computation implementation and the scheduling delays affect
the quality of the controls or even how the interplay
between the control algorithm and the time required for
its implementation could be solved optimally.
This would require building a model of the combustion
chamber and the combustion process as a function of
the actuation outputs (time of injection and fuel/air
quantities). Of course the physical model should include
all the physical parameters of the relevant engine
geometry and dynamics. Then, building a model of the
controls and finally a model of the task implementation
of the controls themselves. Only at this point the model
would provide a true CPS representation of the problem.
An integrated model requires true teamwork of
physicists, thermodynamics and materials experts (for
modeling the physical system), modeling expertise (for
III. How the problem is solved today:
representing at best those models with existing tools),
industrial practice and academic models
control engineers (for the model of the control logic),
software and electronics engineers (for the definition and
Industry currently lacks the models for an accurate the evaluation of the SW/HW implementation). Finally,
modeling of the functional, physical and platform layers. these competencies need to be integrated in a unified
In addition, scheduling and other computation latencies framework that needs tool development or adaptation
are hardly considered. Simulink can be used for the phys- if the system is verified by simulation, or possibly the
ical models that represent the physics of the engine and development of new theory if system properties are to
for the functional description of the controller logic, but be formally demonstrated.
these models are not used in conjunction in a simulation
V. A CPS initiative
and verification stage together with the implementation
(task) model, which is simply produced (at best) by
Initiatives in the true spirit of CPS are the TrueTime
manually stitching the code automatically generated project at Lund [4], the Ptolemy [5] and Metropolis
from the main subsystems. In practice, validation of [6] projects at Berkeley, or the GME [7] at Vanderbilt.
the system, the task model and the scheduling, often The objective of the TrueTime project is to allow
consists of long testing sessions in which the engine the simulation of the physical and controller part,
performance is tested empirically and the switching together with the resource manager, the schedulers and
speeds are adjusted by trial-and-error until a satisfactory considering the execution and transmission times of the
behavior is observed (at least within the test runs).
computation and communication part.
Several academic models only represent one problem
Along the lines of TrueTime (but with some concepdomain and quite often in a very abstract way. As a tual differences as discussed below), at the ReTiS Lab
result, their usefulness is limited (which may indeed of the Scuola Superiore di S. Anna, we are developing
strike a point for the need of CPS integration). For a set of Simulink blocks that are meant to allow the
example, in real-time computing research, only the verification by simulation of the performance of controls
task structure is captured, and in a fairly simplistic considering the computation and communication delays
way. It might be argued that there is nothing new caused by the scheduling of tasks and messages and
or special about the process. Initial models are by the finite execution or transmission time on the system
necessarily abstract. They try to capture the essence resources.
of the problem, and then need to be refined to provide
The blockset (a view in Figure 4) allows to represents
a better representation of reality. But this is also the all the levels that compose a CPS system. The plant
key of the relationship with CPS. The model refinement model, the functional model of the controls, and the
stops at exactly the point where their extension would implementation model of tasks and messages (which
require a deep understanding of the physical part. In includes a model of the physical execution architecthe last two years, the task model used in the research ture) together with the resource schedulers. As shown
literature has not been extended, since in its current in the Figure, the model of the scheduler and the
version it is quite sufficient for researchers to get to their tasks is separated from the functional model of the
objective: get their research work published.
controls and the physical model of the plant, allowing
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Figure 3: A more realistic flow of computations in engine control.

Scheduler and Task
model

1 block for scheduler (type)

1 block for task

2 changes: outputs are latched,
subsystems are triggered

Physical (Plant)
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Figure 4: Modeling tasks and schedulers together with
the physical system and the control functions.
the independent and modular representation of the
controller functionality and its SW/HW implementation,
as opposed to the TrueTime modeling style that tends
to merge the controller, its task implementation and the
scheduler description as the matlab code implementation
of a single block. Models like this allow to analyze
in much better details what are the consequences of
missed deadlines, and, at least in principle allow to go
beyond the simplistic assumption of hard deadlines and
to evaluate the impact of computation delays on the
dynamics of the controls for a given controlled system
(as, for example, in our fuel injection system).
VI. Fixing the reward system
We are convinced that most future work in the
research community (including submissions to CPS
conferences) will continue to apply to a single side
of the problem, either the control or the software
implementation, without a true CPS analysis. Why this
will likely continue to be the situation is worth discussing.
Indeed, the challenges and rewards for research in CPS
need to be discussed and adjusted.
The current push for quantitative indexes and measures of academic productivity reward volume and

average performance and, consequently, they discourage
from facing very complex problems and building an
interdisciplinary profile. Research funding by public
bodies often targets big problems and often overlooks
small problems that like fuel injection can be used to
identify and solve fundamental problems.
The current situation is not bright. CPS are very
hard to treat as such, they require a large effort, a
true interdisciplinary set of competencies at the highest
level, and yet foundational research is not rewarded as
it should. The bar has been raised perhaps prematurely
to deal with bigger, larger and more dynamic systems,
when physical modeling and true interactions of function,
physical and platform layers are not well studied for the
very basic single-core and fully static systems.
Systems like fuel injection should not only be the
target of the CPS agenda, but should be a benchmark on
which to validate and compare approaches and solutions.
Indeed, if we are not capable of solving problems of this
scale, are we really ready to look at planetary ones?
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is adopted by 97% of the participants, with more
than 95% generating code from these models. More
than 40% of the participants use these models
for a systematic validation and verification of the
functionality under development. Overall, modelbased engineering in these domains can reduce the
development effort by 30%. A major driver of this
reduction is front-loading of quality assurance by
model-based verification and validation, helping to
identify up to 60% of the design flaws before the
implementation stage.

Abstract—In the ‘classical’ engineering process of
embedded systems, models are most commonly used
to support the early definition of the system (or parts
thereof) or the environment. However, with the move
from (complex) embedded systems to cyber-physical
systems (CPS), we are experiencing a paradigmshift. In contrast to traditional embedded systems,
CPS are driven by three additional dimensions of
complexity: The ‘cross’-dimension, with issues like
cross-application domains, cross-technologies, crossorganizations, etc; the ‘self’-dimension, with issues
like self-monitoring, self-adapting, self-optimizing,
etc.; and the ‘live’-dimension, with issues like liveconfiguration, live-update, live-enhancement, etc.
Due to the necessary shift from the ‘classical’ development process in dedicated application
domains with a clear distinction between Design/Implementation and Maintenance/Operation to
the continuous development cycle merging these
phases as well as roles like developer/operator/user,
also the role of models in CPS requires a rethinking.
In this contribution, we sketch how the model-based
approach with construction, analysis and synthesis of
models has to be adapted to support the engineering
of cyber-physical systems, using the domain of smart
energy systems for illustration.

In these aforementioned domains – specifically automotive, areonautics, and automation – the following main categories of models are generally used:

•

•

I. M ODEL -BASED E NGINEERING OF E MBEDDED
S YSTEMS
The use of models as key technology in the engineering of embedded systems has become a best
practice in several application domains. [5], for
instance, shows – based on interviews of 187 engineers and developers from 14 different countries –
that in the automotive domain functional modeling

•

16

Functional models: These models – often using a notation specific to the domain of application – describe the functionality of the
system under development. In embedded systems, generally control-theoretic description
techniques like Block Diagrams/Data Flow Diagrams and extensions thereof are used.
Platform models: These models describe the
platform the functionality is deployed to –
in general describing both the HW elements
including control units and buses as well as
the accompanying SW stack like middleware
or operating systems.
Environment models: These models describe
the behavior of (the part of) the environment
the system under development is embedded
into. In general, physical processes – like the
rigid-body mechanics – controlled by the system are described, in rare cases these models
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Self

also describe users of the system.

-documenting
-monitoring
-optimizing
-healing
-adapting

The use of concise description techniques to explicitly construct these models has become one of the
core assets of a model-based development process:
By limiting the expressibility – and thus focusing
the specification on the relevant aspects – they constructively support the assurance of quality. Furthermore, the use of explicit models enables two further
mechanisms: To analyze models w.r.t. their validity
or correctness, e.g., by simulating executable models, check for absence of nondeterminism, or verify
their conformance [4]. Furthermore, to synthesize
new models or complete partial models, e.g., by
obtaining test-cases from executable models, or
generate deployments of function models including
execution schedules to platforms [12].
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Dimensions of Complexitiy

as well as internet services”, and are ”interconnected (...) locally as well as globally”. These
aspects – specifically the combination of physical
and organizational processes on a local and a global
scale – are essential to differentiate embedded systems like a motor management system and even a
complete vehicle from those CPS we consider to
be a new class of system. Examples for these later
class – as also listed in [8] – are

Due to the mentioned success of model-based development of embedded systems, and the thematic
relation between embedded and cyber-physical systems, the application of this development paradigm
in the later thematic field is an obvious procedure.
However, as argued in Section II, there is a substantial difference between embedded and cyberphysical systems, leading to new dimensions of
complexity in the engineering process. Therefore,
as sketched in Section III, while the mechanisms
of construction, analysis, and synthesis of models
form the base of a CPS engineering process, additional aspects must be addressed to make them
applicable.

•

•

II. P RINCIPLE C HARACTERISTICS OF
C YBER -P HYSICAL S YSTEM

•

Before sketching how models can be used in the engineering of cyber-physical systems, it is necessary
to understand the CPS complexity drivers. Clearly,
we think that definitions of CPS like “systems in
which computing, broadly construed, interacts with
the physical world” as provided in [2] do not focus
on the core issues, as they also include “classical”
embedded systems. In contrast, [8] stresses that
CPS encompasses “embedded systems (...), but also
logistics-, coordination- and management-processes

smart traffic systems encompassing the object
detection component in the individual vehicle
up to the traffic management component of a
large-scale telematic system
smart health systems encompassing the movement monitoring component worn by the individual patient up to the workflow component
of a complete clinical information system
smart energy systems encompassing the monitoring and control of a single device up to
the trading of production and consumption volumes of complete regions at the spot market.

Taking a closer look at these examples makes
clear that their complexity is not directly caused
by covering physical and organizational as well as
local and global processes, but rather by the entailed
principle characteristics needed to support them.
As shown in Figure 1, these characteristics can be
classified into three groups, each group forming its
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Fig. 2.
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being self-documenting and live-reconfiguring in
automation systems – their massive joint presence
is typical for CPS.

own dimension of complexity:
•

Workflow
Services
Layer

‘Cross-Dimension: As CPS cover large-scale
processes – both physical and organizational
– these processes generally go across borders,
with respect to application domains, engineering disciplines, used technologies, or involved
organizations, to mention a few.
‘Live’-Dimension: Furthermore, CPS generally support missing critical processes, making
it impossible to turn off the system to make
changes and therefore, for instance, requiring (re-)configuration, (re-)deployment, (de)commissioning, update, or enhancement during runtime.
‘Self’-Dimension: Finally, being large-scale
and mission critical, CPS must cooperative
with system engineers, operators, users, and
other systems by actively supporting their
processes, requiring autonomous capabilities
of documentation, monitoring, optimization,
healing, or adapting, among others

In the following, we use the example of a smart
energy system, as illustrated in 2 and implemented
in the EIT ICT Experience Labs Network [6], to illustrate these principles and also their effects on the
use of models in the engineering of CPS. As shown
in the figure, a smart grid includes nodes producing,
consuming, and storing energy supports, as well as
enterprises aggregating loads for spot market trade,
and utilities with power stations processes.
It has a substantial complexity in the ‘cross’dimension: organizational, as each node is an individual household or enterprise; technical, as it provides services to deal with devices like batteries or
PVs as well as predicting consumption or production of energy; discipline-wise, as it addresses electricity issues like net frequency as well as economy
issues like price bidding; and application domainwise like home-automation as well as grid management. Similarly, in the ‘live’-dimension: Live
re-configuration and re-deployment, for instance,
is support by adding devices like controllable

While these dimensions can already be found in
existing medium-scale systems – like being crossdomain and self-optimizing in logistics systems or
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these models also include control theoretic aspects,
like the relation between the monitored/controlled
and input/output variables of [9], used to provide
functionalities like sensor data fusion to mask measuring errors. Models of the middle layer add more
platform information – like the location of devices
– and medium-scale environment information – like
effects of blinds and lights on brightness as well as
user behavior – and specifically address complex
functionalities like rules governing the reactions of
the system to user actions. The models of the top
layer allow to transcend the borders of individual
nodes. On the platform and environment side, they
aggregate nodes to networks of nodes including
the corresponding inter-node processes like energy
flow. On the functional side, models addressing
aspects of optimization like (shiftable) loads or markets are added. Since the layers of the models must
support the capability of the CPS to address the
‘self’-characteristics, each layer also addresses an
increasing level of autonomy. Therefore, the models
– most specifically of the system (functionality) and
the environment – capture aspects ranging from
control on the lower layer, to act on the middle
layer to plan and cooperate on the top layer, as
commonly found in robotic architectures [11].

switches or sockets; live update by changing rules
like switches controlling sockets; live-enhancement
by And finally in the ‘self’-dimension: Selfdocumentation and -monitoring allows to query
the current devices of a node including their parameters; self-optimization to change the buffering
schedule; self-healing to autonomously turn off and
on devices according to locally available energy in
island mode after circuit loss.

III. M ODELS FOR THE E NGINEERING OF
C YBER -P HYSICAL S YSTEMS
The ‘cross’-, ‘live’-, and ‘self’-dimensions naturally
influence what kind of models can be constructed,
and what kind of analysis and synthesis mechanisms can be used in the engineering of CPS. In a
nutshell, the most important consequences are that
•
•

a large range models of different domains,
disciplines, and technologies are used, and
the use of models is shifted from the design
and implementation phase to the operation and
maintenance phase

The second consequence – the shift of the use
of models from the design/implementation phase
to the operation/maintenance phase – is primarily
caused by the ‘live’- and ‘self’-dimension. Since a
CPS is reconfigured, updated, and enhanced during
runtime, those models used in Section I at design
time must be made available at runtime. Furthermore, since CPS can autonomously reconfigure or
adapt their behavior, especially models of their
platform and functionality must be made explicit
at runtime. As a result of this shift, not only the
construction of these models, but also corresponding analysis and synthesis methods must be made
available during operation and maintenance, turing
a CPS into its own engineering and development
environment.

The first consequence is caused by the ‘cross’characteristics of CPS. As a result it is necessary
to find a common theory of modeling, allowing to
relate these different kinds of models. Often, they
can be organized in layers of models, corresponding
to the layers of services or functionalities offered
by the CPS architecture. In general, each layer
includes aspects of functionality, platform, and environment as introduced in Section I. Since CPS are
embedded in complex and large-scale physical and
organizational processes, especially the later play
an important role and specifically include dedicated
models of the different users of a CPS.
In case of the architecture of the smart energy
system shown in Figure 2, a three-tier approach of
models is used. Models on the lowest layer address
electrical devices of the system platform including
the immediate physical processes of the environment they are embedded into. Thus, besides describing the devices of a node and their parameters,

This is of even more importance as the clear
distinction between a designer/implementer and an
operator/user of a system is increasingly blurred
in a CPS. Using again the example of the smart
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Due to these principles we expect that

energy systems, office space users are allowed to
adapt the rules controlling the behavior of their
office – turning them from a user into a designer.
Similarly, adding a new device at runtime turns a
system implementer into a system operator. As the
updating or enhancement of functionality can have
problematic side effects and is carried out by domain experts or users rather then system engineers,
validation and verification mechanisms prior to the
activation of the changed behavior are necessary. In
case of the smart energy system, the rule component provides a domain-specific language to define
behavior using concepts like events, values, and
actions, as well as mechanism to verify the absence
of flaws like overlapping or missing rules [10].
Thus, capabilities like the soundness analysis of
the model-based development process mentioned in
Section I or compatibility analysis as in [3] can be
integrated in a similar fashion into a CPS engineering approach. Likewise, synthesis techniques like
the generation of schedules mentioned in Section I
can be applied to support the configuration space
exploration in the engineering of CPS. In the smart
energy system, for instance, degradation plans for
the incremental deactivation of devices in case of
grid failure are synthesized from the platform and
function models. Note that while these analysis and
synthesis techniques require the use of models at
runtime, these functionalities need not be provided
online by the executing components of the CPS. For
instance, in the smart energy system, the architecture uses dedicated components for the analysis and
synthesis of models, which then are forwarded to
the executing rule system. As however the models
used are provided by the running system, both parts
from a combined system, merging operating and
engineering environment.

•
•

5

the explicit use of models will play a dominant
role in the engineering of CPS
the
traditional
distinction
between
design/implementation
and
operation/maintenance of a system will be
abandoned in favor of an integrated life cycle

However, to meet these changes in engineering
CPS, we are faced with the challenges
•

•

to provide an model engineering framework
including both a common theory of modeling
paradigms as well as methods to arrange (distributed) layers of models
to turn a CPS into its own engineering
and development environment, with built-in
mechanisms to construct, analyze, and synthesize models of its environment, platform, and
functionality

We base these claims mainly on experiences and
observations on the engineering of automotive systems as well as smart energy systems, but experiences in in other application domains for CPS like
cooperating vehicles point to similar conclusions.
While the importance of adequate models for the
engineering of CPS has also been stressed, for
instance, in [8], in general the focus is put on
the common theory of modeling paradigms. Of
course, this aspect – including issues like a joint
semantics allowing to specify business processes
as well as transfer functions – must form the
foundation of framework as mentioned above. Here,
however, we argue that the question on how to
methodically apply models in the construction
should receive more attention as their explicit use
will form the basis of CPS engineering. This substantially exceeds the current approaches like integrated tool chains – as investigated in approaches
like SPEEDS [1] or iFest [7] – as these limit
the use of models to the design/implementation
phase, while CPS require their explicit use in
the operation/maintenance phase. This implies the
provision of adequate construction techniques (e.g.,

IV. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSION
In this contribution we argued that cyber-physical
systems are not only large-scale networked embedded systems, but consistute a paradigm shift in
systems engineering. The key principles of cyberphysical systems and main complexity drivers are
the ‘cross’-, ‘live’-, and ‘self’-domain.
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layers of models from real-time voltage/frequency
via production/consumption/buffering loads to volume trading contracts), off-line and on-line analysis
(e.g., consistency analysis of energy management
control strategies) and synthesis (e.g., degradation
strategies for establishing grid stability) techniques,
including support combined live/self-functionalities
(e.g., self-bootstrapping of a grid after blackout).
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Bernhard Schätz. Implementing modular domain specific
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First of all, a CPS will always be software with embedded
items. A CPS is a complex, autonomous system including
many other systems within it (thus a System of Systems), with
smart technology. Applying smart technology to embedded
systems provides them with an edge over similar non-smart
systems. Thus, an industrial manufacturer of vehicles may (and
indeed does) consider a finished vehicle, such as a car or an
airplane, to be a CPS in and as itself – and, from a different
perspective, a smart city infrastructure will be a CPS too.

Abstract—Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) refer to ICT
systems embedded in physical objects, interconnected including
through the Internet, and providing citizens and businesses with
a wide range of innovative applications and services. The ongoing
integration of software-intensive embedded systems and global
communication networks into CPS is considered to be the next
revolution in ICT. Europe is well positioned, but reference
architectures and platforms (across several sectors and
application domains) and application experiments (bringing
together all actors along the value chain) are needed to meet this
merging of the physical and virtual worlds. This paper will detail
the “Open CPS Platform” (OCPSP) concept as cross domain
solution able to provide specific environments, components and
tools for the whole European community: “Open Platforms” (for
everybody) – “Open Interfaces” (for everything).

CPS can be tracked to the United States: Circa 2005,
American academics in Berkeley noticed that embedded
systems evolved toward other kind of systems where physical
aspects are essential [1]. Soon afterward, in 2006, US managed
its own strategy to fund CPS-related agencies, and those were
introduced as a priority in the 2007 PCAST’s (President’s
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology) agenda. U.S.
then defined CPS as a “new generation of engineered systems”
that “use computations and communications deeply embedded
in and interacting with physical processes to add new
capabilities to physical systems”[2]

Keywords—Cyber-Physical Systems; CPS; ICT; ECSEL;
H2020; ARTEMIS; Embedded Systems; System of Systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

Although Europe is well positioned on Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS) developments, there is a huge need and huge
opportunity to provide them with a reference architecture,
reference platforms and related standards.

International interest on CPS grew since, with a new
definition from acatech (German Academy of Science and
Engineering). In 2011, Germany defined a CPS as a system
having both embedded software and a number of
functionalities related to the smart use of those technologies,
including global use of information, interconnection with other
CPS’s and dedicated human-machine interfaces, among others
[3].

In order to help cover this need, this white paper is focused
on providing a standardized definition of the Open CyberPhysical Systems Platforms (OCPSP). OCPSP represent a
cross domain solution able to provide specific environments,
components and tools for the whole European community.

Later, FP7’s CyPhERS will choose the following
definition:

This text will also then explain how OCPSP can be used for
excellence purposes in the following years, suggesting not only
profitable scenarios but also ways to evolve the technology – in
particular the advantage of developing an open engineering
platform for CPS’s. After a careful analysis, the document’s
signatories feel that this approach is optimal to make the most
advantageous use of OCPSP.
II.

A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) consists of
computation, communication and control components
tightly combined with physical processes of different
nature, e.g., mechanical, electrical, and chemical.
which can be expanded if needed:

DEFINITION

Typically a CPS is defined and understood
(evaluated) in a social and organisational context.

Simply decomposing the acronym CPS into its
components, Cyber-Physical System, provides a non-intuitive
term with little new information. This is one of the reasons why
we feel the term deserves a shared definition before delving
any more.

Moreover and as is the case for systems of systems,
independent CPS can dynamically interoperate in order
to achieve a certain higher goal.
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Following CyPhERS, the approach for CPS’s should go
toward standardizing an open platform and building up a
reference architecture for CPS [6]:

CyPHERS considers the CPS to be the next stage in
embedded system industry, both research- and applicationwise. There are a number of factors supporting this, based on
the quick technological progress of the last few years. Wireless
communication had seen a boom with the ubiquity of
Bluetooth and ZigBee, which can be useful in embedded
system environments. From a more sociological perspective,
the public has seen a mentality chance, no longer requiring one
single device for each of the functionalities. Instead,
functionalities are being distributed and networked embedded
systems are prevailing.

“The CPS community strongly feels the need for
open design platforms, in the form of standards not
only for the integration of the components, but also
for the integration of models and tools. One example
of one such platform is the RTP developed in the
Artemis CESAR project. Similarly, the CPS
community should strive to develop a reference
architecture for CPS, which defines layers and
interfaces that have potential for standardization and
granularity appropriate for the downstream tools and
methods.

The software that runs over a physical object can be
embedded into it or also can be running on servers outside.
This difference makes us to consider not also systems
embedded into the physical objects but also software integrated
with those objects.

To complement the reference architecture, the
community should also develop reference scenarios
and use cases for CPS applications, in order to
facilitate ad-hoc and deliberate System of Systems
(SoS) integration and “intuition at scale.”

This finally leads to the definition that we want to extend
through this white paper:
“Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) refer to ICT
systems
(sensing,
actuating,
computing,
communication, ...) embedded or software integrated
in physical objects, interconnected including through
the Internet, and providing citizens and businesses
with a wide range of innovative applications and
services”

CyPhERS first results started profiling the rising CPS
industry and looking for a future framework that favors further
breakthroughs. CyPhERS intends to involve participants and
experts to obtain as much information and visions about CPS.
However, even then, CyPhERS understand the need to define
the reference architecture and platform for CPS’s [6].

CPS provide a number of services, including smart
platform, cloud-based services, simulation platforms and
services and interoperability platforms and solutions, to
interconnect physical and virtual environments. To do this,
CPS tend to use a number of pre-existing technologies,
including embedded systems, simulation and cloud
technologies, sensor networks, ICT systems and the Internet of
Things (IoT).

One of CyPhERS activities in that sense will be the CPS20
workshop, to check the then-current results and obtain a deeper
insight on the issue. This meeting, to be held within the current
2014, will include talks, papers and a discussion panel [8].

The connection between CPS and IoT is so apparent, that
the difference between those may not be immediately
understood. This is worthy of a more detailed description.

The standardization should be introduced in a double way:
development, to make the engineering more collaborative and
use to make the systems more compatible and easy of extend.

IoT is among the many technologies CPS’s use [4], in this
case to automatically and virtually represent objects with
unique identifiers within a network similar to that of Internet
[5]. CPS also evolve IoT and provide additional services, such
as smart services, that are absent in traditional IoT [6][7].

The CPS development standardization involves specially
methodology and design language with a common collection of
symbols and uses. Also the introduction of a best practices
catalogue could help to standardize the CPS development while
the final results improve.

III.

B. Standardizing CPS.
As of January 2014, there is no current standard for CPS,
and a de facto one can be very profitable.

The CPS use standardization aims to make easier to
integrate the different developments expanding the CPS
functionality even if different companies are involved. It
comprises to promote the use of standard communication and
connectivity protocols. Due to the number and variety of
different physical objects or sensors that can be related with the
CPS, different protocols could be needed for different uses. To
solve this problem, the protocols should be directly compatible
(hard to get) or make them indirectly compatible through a
middle and standard integration protocol which translates the
rest.

MOTIVATIONS

CPS has been identified as an advantageous new
technology with growingly widespread adoption. At the same
time, it is still a young technology that can progress in a
number of directions. Several authors have identified potential
issues that can be leveraged to become assets.
A. CyPhERS.
The FP7’s CyPhERS (“Cyber-Physical European Roadmap
and Strategy”) project intends to achieve the strategic research
and innovation agenda about CPS, achieving recommendations
so that the European Commission can act on them to ensure
that Europe will be competitive in the CPS area [6].

To achieve the standardization, the knowledge about CPS
can be distributed via strong adoption by academic institutions,
e.g. universities and industrial companies. Once this is done,
more and more people will become familiar and experienced
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One of our objectives must then be going toward the
reference CPS architecture. An open architecture will probably
be the best alternative, because it will involve important agents,
promote general standards, and also align with the European
strategy, as seen in CyPhERS’s roadmap.

on CPS. In turn, this will lead to Europe becoming a power on
CPS, because it will have an important population of
experts.The added value of this vision can be seen in a number
of domains where smartification of embedded software is a
business vision: finance, health, public administration or
transport can make good use of these issues to preventively
maintain their facilities, get information easily and optimize
expenses such as energy consumption [6].

In order to improve and complement Europe’s vision about
CPS, the “Open CPS Platform” (OCPSP) concept is presented
as a common solution for CPS engineering and for the whole
community. OCPSP represents the next generation of open
embedded ICT systems that are interconnected and
collaborating through Smart Embedded Systems. Putting
available this common solution to the European Community
will improve new business models and new innovation and
research challenges.

Each market can be seen independently, but there are
transversal services that can be used by any of those, such as
communication, common frameworks and cloud-based
services.
In short, this is a clear business opportunity, beyond a
chance to serve society by improving the existing services.
IV.

This paper not only introduces the OCPSP, but also defines
OCPSP and explains our general intentions to develop it, to
implement it and to use it to favor European technological
competitiveness.

THE OPEN CPS PLATFORM

There are two different aspects to be considered when we
talk about an Open CPS. Both aspects rise from the same
double way that standardization was introduced previously:
development and use.

“Open CPS Platform” (OCPSP) concept is presenteded as
cross domain solution able to provide specific environments,
components and tools for the whole European community:
“Open Platforms” (for everybody) – “Open Interfaces” (for
everything).

A CPS Open Platform from the point of view of a
developer assumes to have not only some development
standards but also to have available a CPS reference
architecture. The distribution of a SDK with different tools
probably depending on different types of licenses would help
to the developer’s community to extend the CPS technology in
base of an Open CPS Platform.

OCPSP is seen as an open interface. Users will be provided
with an open cloud platform including CPS engineering tools,
so that they can create new CPS’s.

A CPS Open Platform from the point of view of a user
alludes to the capability to connect to the platform different
features from different developers. The standardization of
concertos and protocols are a must to get it.
If we join both concepts we could think in an Open CPS
platform as a CPS platform, components oriented that can be
integrated around reference architecture.
The growing CPS community has already identified
important missing pieces that should be developed in a nearby
future. The recent ARTEMIS CESAR project developed an
RTP which is a great advance to ingrate components, models
and tools, but there is still no standard CPS architecture
defining interfaces and layers, nor a set of reference use cases
for new applications wanting to go more intuitively toward the
System of Systems engineering.

Fig. 1. From Europe’s vision to OCPSP

Making use of cloud technologies, the creation of CPS
knowledge and innovation communities and of course, new
industrial opportunities and new business models will be
boosted.
An example may be as follows: The OCPSP provides an
interface with the software’s specification, free of charge. The
user then may download modules with parts of the
functionalities, libraries or binaries; the user may also use a
cloud-based implementation such as an online development
environment. All those services may be free or not, with
payment being possible on download or as a license for use
during a certain time – notice the aspect of research
infrastructure which was previously explained.

CyPhERS, as stated, has noticed that one gap to be solved
in CPS’s are standards and reference architectures and, as
CPS’s are important in and for Europe, this must be done in a
nearby future and by European stakeholders [6].
European R&I programme Horizon 2020 talks about how
improving the continent’s competitiveness in CPS will require
a greater collaboration between countries. They also talk about
how the intent includes reducing maintenance costs and
development time in a 30% from 2013 [4]. This target should
be achieved using an common engineering platform to develop
CPS’s which will allow the reusability of components,
frameworks, repositories and tools.
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student’s results, but also the social impact that their progress
will have.
On this specific subject, Horizon 2020's 2014-2015 work
programme provides some very interesting recommendations:
New ICT platforms must be created, especially open CPS
platforms to ensure seamless connectivity, dynamic
reconfiguration and handling of new properties. Expansion of
current ecosystems and platforms will require an open CPS
platform that must be developed, implemented and
standardized [4].
Other technical guidelines include ensuring interoperability
both M2M and between the system and humans; ensure the
smart environment and cooperation between CPS's and deverticalizing technologies [4]. The use of an interoperability
framework like SOFIA will help toward this goal [9].

Fig. 2. OCPSP applied to smart cities (example)

Under this conception, the components available for
download may be domain-specific or shared. We can envision
a horizontal interoperability framework to support that part of
the CPS development. SOFIA´s (Smart Objects for Intelligent
Applications) architecture, developed within the homonymous
European ARTEMIS R&D project, will doubtlessly have a
favored position in the OCPSP [9].

B. Domains to implement OCPSP in.
H2020 talks about the advantages of developing domainspecific platforms [4]. A number of endeavors where OCPSP
could be used are currently in several stages of study or
development like:

A. Value Proposition.
Open technologies are essential for the CPS approach: By
providing open interfaces, CPS can be used in any domain; by
providing open platforms, CPS will be available for any kind
of users. Interaction will be made with businesses, using a wide
range of innovative applications and services, and with users
through Human-Machine Interfaces.
The current idea includes users who are both producers and
consumers of information; the term being “prosumer”.
The OCPSP approach can be seen as useful for industrial
domains: it will provide specific environments, components
and tools for several domains where CPS engineering is needed
and where European industry is, or intends to be, a reference.
Each domain will offer a private or public “sub-platform”
space (depending on the proposed domain) that can offer
specific frameworks, tools, services… even specific embedded
systems of systems (smart ecosystem). Industry stakeholders
will obtain new, profitable standards and business models, a
greater competitiveness and the innovation aspect, all within
the European approach.

•

A system covering the healthcare cycle, from
prevention to treatment and monitoring. Pilots will
include tele-rehabilitation and minimal invasive
surgery, always in very specific cases.

•

An intermodal transport environment allowing
users to commute using different transport modes
in the same journey, making use of the OCPSP
architecture.

•

A specialized OCPSP for smart cities, providing
different services, data and tools from the same
solution.

•

…among others
V.

EUROPEAN FORUMS

Beyond CyPhERS a number of other important PanEuropean actors and institutions have shown interest on CPS,
and worry whether Europe will be in good enough position to
make the most of this technology. The presence of those
stakeholders will be essential in the adaptation of the
environment to the CPS future. These are natural allies in the
development of OCPSP and must be approached. H2020 also
speaks about the importance of gathering those actors who are
pertinent for the value chain [4].

Another advantage for an industrial partner is the
homogeneity this will provide, favoring the development of big
projects as joint ventures and/or involving SMEs: The project
owners can easily and unambiguously pinpoint in the OCPSP
the specific modules they want to use, and anyone in the
project can access those modules to use them – in this case, so
that they can all develop the same system of systems, with each
partner developing a part of it.

Some of those forums are:
A. ECSEL.
ECSEL (Electronic Components and Systems for European
Leadership) One of its goals is providing innovation in key
electronic technologies to any sector in European economy,
thus favoring the continent’s growth [10][11].

Other actors may be interested in different aspects, also
available from the OCPSP. Researchers will make use of the
research infrastructure to create and use new knowledge
communities and to advance in their innovation lines.
Universities and academies will obtain knowledge-related
benefits, including not only the standardization of their

Important beneficiaries of OCPSP will be the SMEs
because they will be able to access to standards, technologies,
frameworks, tools only getting access through these platforms.
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To do this, the approach will include the creation of a
platform to engineer CPS, making good use of the means at our
reach. Users will be able to access the Open CPS Platform and
access to existing modules to use them in the development of
newer CPS’s – the sub-systems in a System of Systems.

In this sense, new business models and new innovation lines
will emerge around the OCPSP will available.
B. KICs.
Currently there are three specialized KICs: Climate-KIC for
climate change issues; EIT ICT Labs for ICT’s; and KIC
InnoEnergy for sustainable energy issues. A KIC, due to its
own nature, must always cover three axes: Higher education,
business and research. It must also approach the research to
either obtain new products, evolve existing ones or to create
new business models or companies [12].

According to the interest on CPS manifested by several
forums like CyPhERS, ECSEL, EIT ICT Labs and others, a
common European strategy has to be pushed by the European
Community and with the involvement of all parties (industries,
academia, researches, SMEs, etc.)
To follow the indications of Europe Union-supported
boards, and to achieve the ambitious goals that the future
defines (including reducing expenses and time to develop new
CPS’s), this platform must be open by nature.

A specific Innovation Area about CPS has been included
within EIT ICT Labs whose target consist on contribute to
safety, efficiency, comfort and human health, and help solving
key challenges of our society, such as the ageing population,
limited resources, mobility, or the shift towards renewable
energies.
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